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NETWORKING - OPTIONS FOR IOWA
Cooperation and Networks
There is a strong tradition of cooperation among libraries in Iowa. The seven regional library sytems, North
East Iowa Academic Libraries, Southeast Iowa Academic Libraries, Tri-College Cooperative Effort, and of course,
I-LITE, are all examples of cooperative programs in Iowa. As IOWANET, the proposed multitype, multipurpose
library network for Iowa, began to be speculated upon, discussed and planned, it seemed a natural, even
inevitable development. It is time to expand our thinking beyond local cooperatives, and even the statewide
configuration of I-LITE, to the more sophisticated and versatile structure of a network.
In Battelle Columbus Laboratory's Final Report -A Needs Assessment Study of Oklahoma Libraries, the distinction
between cooperatives and networks is defined as follows:
"Cooperation is the general term for associating or working with others for mutual benefit.
Cooperation may be forma 1 or i nforma 1 • "
"A network is a system of formal connections among libraries and other members of the information
community which allows for the communication (sharing) of information. The formal connections are
usually thought of as communication channels linking together telephones, teletypes, or computers.
Barbara Evens Markuson, in her article "Revolution and Evolution: Critical Issues in Library Network
Development" in the anthology Networks for Networkers, cautions that using the term "network" when we are
talking generally about library cooperation, obscures the significant and momentous changes that network
technology will bring to the libraries." None of the librarians who have observed the impact OCLC has had on
I-LITE will deny that Ms. Markuson is correct in her estimate of that impact. The I-LITE protocols are in
danger of being disregarded now that OCLC has eliminated blind searching and placed the collections of over 2100
libraries nationwide at the fingertips of the 40 OCLC libraries here in Iowa.

IOWANET and the Library Systems Design Consultant
The initial design of IOWANET as originally conceived by the State Library proposed a dual purpose for the new
network. Initially, IOWANET will replace I-LITE. !-LITE's structure will not be dismantled until there is a
workable IOWANET interlibrary loan system with acceptable protocols to replace it. Then, a~ IOWANET develops,
guided by the priorites revealed in the Iowa Needs Assessment Survey's "Rankings of Potential IOWANET Services"
and the recommendations of the IOWANET consultant, IOWANET should provide a political, technological and
logistic structure to its member libraries whereby other services can be initiated as needs are perceived and
agreed upon.

The IO~vANET consultant is being asked to supply a great deal of guidance, in large part based on his or her
expertise and perspective. The State Library's Request for Proposals which was sent to over a dozen library
systems design consultants made the following statements:
"Under the guidance of the 1 i brary systems consultant, an ex ami nation wi 11 be made to determine ~vhi ch
libraries will participate in IOWANET either as suppliers or as affiliate members. The services
IOWANET should offer, along with supporting projects, technologies, and products necessary to provide
those services, should be defined. The recommendations of the consultant will be sought concerning
the structure of IOWANET, including its governance, funding, and appropriate enabling legislation, as
well as its total geographical configuration and concomitant interlibrary loan protocols."
This is not to say that the consultant is going to make all final decisions about IOWANET. It is vital that the
library community be in close touch with the Stcte Library and its IOWANET consultant during the time the
consultant is gathering information, seeking background and determining current and future needs in Iowa. It is
even more important after the consultant has submitted the final recommendations that the State Library is able
to confer closely with librarians who are sensitive to current issues and well informed of all the viable and
realistic options available, before the State Library makes its decisions and proceeds to appropriate action.

The First Priority of IOWMIET
Interlibrary loan \<Jas named as the first priority by four out of five of the types of libraries who ranked
potential IOWANET services. In that the time has undeniably come to "do something about I-LITE," interlibrary
loan is the first order of business.
What are our options for interlibrary loan in the state? There are several, and some begin with the creation of
a new interlibrary loan system and then lead eventually to other new services and systems for the libraries of
Iowa.
I.
II.

Simply upgrade the I-LITE machinery and continue as before.
Upgrade the I-LITE machinery and change the interlibrary loan protocol to accommodate the services of the
OCLC ILL subsystem. Such a protocol might look like the following:
A.

Check OCLC for Iowa locations. If the item is owned by an Iowa I-LITE library,
by teletype (or upgraded communication> system) in this order:
1.

2.
3.

w~ke

a direct request

Nearest public library.
Nearest academic library.
Nearest university library (Special arrangements will have to be made to secure access to the
University of Iowa's RLIN records).
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III.

B.

If the item is owned by an Iowa OCLC library which is not an I-LITE library, make a direct request
through locally established phone loops or through the OCLC ILL subsystem.

c.

If OCLC does not indicate that the item is owned by an OCLC library, either make a request on OCLC to
out-of-state 1i brari es or proceed with the I-LITE Wheel routine.
11

One librarian suggested that a period of anarchy might be in order, during which time each library would
run a Shake-dm'in operation, seeking its own most advantageous arrangements, agreements, traffic patterns
and routi nes. The implication of such an unstructured operation is that it would give Iowa's libraries
the opportunity to discover whether state protocols are necessary at all. If they are, a more natural,
effective, efficient pattern \'lould establish itself.
11

11

IV.

11

11

11

Install new communications and computer technology. Redesign I-LITE entirely, eliminating the Wheels
and creating new multitype regions of cooperation. Protocols will be based on an Iowa Union Catalog
derived from OCLC archive tapes, automated eire records and locally created data bases. The format would
be either COM or online, and each bibliographic record would include locations and local call numbers.
11

11

It is the last option, IV
which appears to offer the most creative, the most long-lasting and versatile
service for the future, because it is based on a data base which can be put to a variety of uses by Iowa's
libraries over the coming years. It is also the most costly option to implement.
11

11

,

The Iowa Union Catalog
The creation of an Iowa Union Catalog from OCLC archive tapes, automated eire system records, and machine
readable records from locally created data bases is labor intensive and costly. Once it was agreed that such a
union catalog was to be created, standards would have to be agreed upon for the entry of bibliographic records,
so that these records, collected from three or four different sources, could be combined in the most efficient
manner.
A determination as to the depth of the data base would have to be made. For interlibrary loan purposes it may
not be necessary for every participating library to enter its entire collection. Perhaps only the last three,
five or seven years of publications is required to create an effective data base. Some libraries may choose to
enter only special segments of their collections.
Programs to manipulate the machine readable records would have to be designed especially for Iowa's needs, or
purchased and adapted. The Washington Library Network sells its software for around $250,000. Iowa State
University has just purchased the SPIRES (Stanford Public Information Retrieval System) software to apply to its
OCLC archive tapes.
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Options For Funding
It has been estimated that conversion costs alone for the eight largest urban public libraries in Iowa would
come to over three million dollars. The entire FY 80 LSCA Title III (Interlibrary Cooperation) appropriation
was only five million dollars- for the entire nation! LSCA monies could certainly help, but an IOWANET based
on an Iowa Union Catalog would have to seek substantial funding elsewhere.
The likeliest source for such funding would be the Iowa State ·Legislature. A viable IOWANET whose services grew
year by year would need to be based in Iowa law with appropriate enabling legislation that also provided
adequate funding, not only for planning and development, but for implementation and continuing maintenance.
It then becomes evident that Iowa's libraries, to successfully secure such legislation and funding, must present
to the legislature a unified position. IOWANET's multitype library philosophy would have to be accepted and put
forth in a concerted, organized manner. Allen Sevigny, Library Program Director, U.S.Office of Education Region
v, Chicago, wrote in the Nov.-Dec. 1977 Wisconsin Library Bulletin that "the least hint of public dissent within
the library world will cause legislators to draw back and support neither faction. This is the reason that
type-of-library factionalism is so dangerous."
There are other potential sources of funds on a more local, or individual library, level that rnight be explored
for projects that could be accomplished satisfactorily at that level while still working and contributing to
IOWANET in a coordinated manner. When an individual library installs its own automated circulation system or
decides to convert its card catalog to COM form, the library's bibliographic records must still be converted to
machine readable form. Ultimately, if these separate conversions were all done to a mutually agreed upon
standard for entry, the resulting records could still be incorporated into an Iowa Union Catalog. Libraries
might explore such sources of funding as municipal bank loans, city and/or county funds, or private grants for
such locally limited projects.
The State Library's Options
The State Library has several options for creatively and productively using the limited LSCA dollars it receives
each year.
A.

The State Library could provide start-up funds for physical equipment.

B.

The State Library could pay some proportion of the costs of conversion of records to machine
readable form for automated circulation systems, COM catalogs and RetroCon/OCLC.

C.

The State Library could pay the interest on bank loans for the purchase of automated systems equipment.

D.

The State Library could subsidize the day-to-day interlibrary loan transactions component of IOWANET.
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IOWA NET
Perhaps it is to our advantage to have reached a situation where libraries can no longer afford, literally
afford, to exist independently of other libraries in their communities, their regions, their state. It seems
that we have come to that point in time when such ideas as multitype library networking or cooperative
collection development must be seriously considered. so that we can meet even the minimal needs of our patrons
today and into the future.
The Iowa Networking Forum is our opportunity to explore controversial issues (cooperative collection
development, reimbursement of net suppliers, the creation of an IOWANET Data Base). We can voice concerns,
examine fears and doubts, and inform the State Library of needs and priorities. Hopefully this Forum will
produce several task forces, and lead to other meetings, seminars and \~orkshops. The result of this activity
will be IOWANET, a network which better serves the needs of the libraries of Iowa, and which can be supported
enthusiastically by all its participants.
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I-LITE AND OCLC LIBRARIES IN IOWA
I-LITE LIBRARIES

OCLC LIBRARIES

Pub 1i c Whee1
Cedar Rapids
Council Bluffs
Davenport
Des Moines
North Central
Sioux City
Waterloo

Cedar Rapids
Council Bluffs
Davenport
Des Moines
Northern Iowa Area
Sioux City
Waterloo

Academic Whee 1
Coe
Cornell
Grace land
Grinnell
Lor as
Luther
Morningside
Wartburg

Coe
Cornell
Graceland
Gri nne 11
Lor as
Luther
Morningside
Wartburg

University Wheel
Drake
Iowa State University
University of Iowa
University of Northern Iowa

Drake
Iowa State University
University of Northern Iowa

State Library

State Library
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c.c.

Briar Cliff
Buena Vista
Central
Clark
Drake Law
Dordt
Grand View
Iowa Wesleyan
Maharishi U.
Marycrest
Northwestern
St. Ambrose
Schools of Theology - Dubuque
Simpson
University of Dubuque
Upper Iowa University
Western Iowa Tech C.C.
Westmar
Will i am Penn
Iowa Historical Society
Dept. of Transportation

IOWA'S I-LITE LIBRARIES
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REGIONAL LIBRARY NETWORKS IN THE U.S.
NAME:
AMIGOS Bibliographic Council, Inc.
Membership:
117 members in Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. College, university,
public libraries.
Services:
Implementation and training - OCLC - processing of magnetic tapes. Implementation and training - Online
reference databases. COM catalog generation. Consulting services - library data processing. Processing
of cataloging, current and retrospective. Research and development
Funding:
Based on services provided to members. Members pay a one-time charge to come on-line, and then pay for only
those services which are used by their 1ibrary.
Governance:
Not-for-profit, tax-exempt corporation. Board of Trustees is elected by the membership. The Board recommends
policies and procedures which are approved by the entire membership. Executive Director is appointed by the
Board.
NAME:
Bibliographic Center for Research (BCR)
Membership:
Academic, school, government, public and special libraries in the states of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska,
South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming.
Services:
Online bibliographic searching systems of Lockheed, SOC, BRS, NLM, and NYTIS. Brokers OCLC.
Uses its own 2.4 million title regional union catalog for ILL locations. Consulting, research, continuing
education.
Funding:
Not-for-profit corporation. Primary funding by payment of fees for services by member libraries.
Governance:
BCR is governed by the primary member states through a Board of Trustees, consisting of the Chief Officer of
the State Library Agency of each primary member state and five members-at-large, each of whom represents a
particular type of library.
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NAME:
California Library Authority for Systems and Servi ces (C LASS)
Membership:
270 libraries of all types in California, Nevada and Wash ington
Se rvices:
Trains and services users of RLIN which are not RLG members. Assists and trains online reference services
users. Publishes C.li.TALIST (locations for 400,000 monogra phs held by 150 California libraries) and CULP
(California Union List of Periodicals) in microform.
Funding:
Grants, membership fees, fees for services and products
Governance:
Libraries of state or public institutions have the principal voice in the governance structure.
NAME:
Five Associated University Libraries (FAUL)
r~ embersh i p:
Cornell University, N.Y.; University of Rochester, N.Y.; SUNY -Binghamton, Binghamton, N.Y.; SUNY-Buffalo,
Buffalo, N.Y.; Syracuse University, N.Y.
Services:
Planning and coordinating agency. Contracts for services as needed. Technical Services Committee
Funding:
Member institutions pay dues which are determin ed and unani mously voted upon by the designated representatives
in the adoption of a duly authorized annual corporat e budget.
Governance:
FAUL is governed by a board of directors, composed of the library directors and the provosts from each member
campus.
NAME:
Illinois Library and Information Network (ILL INET)
Membership:
Libraries of all types using the OCLC system. 574 publ i c, 149 academic, 629 school, and 392 special
Services:
Brokers OCLC. Develops use of aut omated ei re systems. Develops a statewide coordinated delivery system.
Fund ing:
State and federal support.
Governance:
ILLINET is coordinated by the Illinois State Library. ILL INET is directly constituted by the 18 public library
systems of Illinois, their public library members, affilia tes, reference and research centers and the special
resource centers of Illinois.
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Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority (~NCOLSA)
Membership:
128 libraries of all types.
Services:
Coordinates use of OCLC in Indiana. Puts out the Indiana Union List of Serials. Centralized processing and
cataloging center serves 50 libraries.
Funding:
State funds, LSCA grants, other grants, membership fees.
Governance:
INCOLSA is organized under Indiana Library Services Authority act. Each member institution is represented in
the Board of Directors and has one vote; this board elects a seven-person Executive Committee.
NAME:
Michigan Library Consortium (MLC)
Membership:
60 public and academic libraries in Michigan
Services:
Brokers OCLC - supplies administrative services, training, and system maintenance. Sponsors an active exchange
of ideas among users.
Funding:
At least 90% from OCLC surcharges. Membership dues, workshop income, interest.
Governance:
A full Board of Trustees is appointed annually by the MLC members. THe property, business, and affairs of
the Consortium is managed by the Board of Trustees.
NAME:
Midwest Region Library Network (MIDLNET)
Membership:
Libraries in 12 midwestern states are eligible. As of July, 1978, 4 academic libraries and state library
networks were represented on the executive board.
Services:
MIDLNET offers OCLC, BRS, DIALOG and ORBIT services.
Funding:
Derived from dues, service fees and grants.
Governance:
A not-for-profit corporation. Each full member appoints a representative to the Board of Directors.

AA~:

Minnesota Interlibrary Telecommunications Exchange (MINITEX)
Membership:
Over 115 Minnesota libraries of all types.
Services:
Centralized document delivery, reference and information service, online bibliographic searching, union list of
serials (Minnesota Union List of serials - MULS), online data base of monographs through OCLC, and collection
development program.
Funding:
1
Foundation grants, federal library funds.
Governance:
MINITEX is one of 30 programs of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board which is apponted by the
governor with the consent of the senate. Advised by the Higher Education Advisory Council.
NAME:
New England Library Information Network (NELINET)
Membership:
80 member libraries of all types in six state region (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, Maine, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island). An additional 42 libraries are served directly.
Services:
Brokers OCLC services. Offers many related services. Offers online bibliographic search services (BRS,
Lockheed, etc).
Funding:
Fees for service, dues from member institutions and government appropriations.
Governance:
Not-for-profit, tax-exempt corporation. Executive committee, composed of diretors of member libraries.
NAME:
OHIONET
Membership:
Over 150 Ohio libraries, mainly academic and public with a few special libraries. Its members are Ohio
libraries participating in the OCLC System.
Services:
Full complement of management, training, implementation, and technical programs.
Funding:
Fees for service. Corporate worth of 500,000 dollars. Maintains a service program to members of over two
million dollars annually.
Governance:
Not-for-profit, tax-exempt corporation. Members elect trustees, retain right to amend the code and articles of
the corporation. Member owned and member governed. 9 member Board of Trustees sets rates for services and
authorizes all expenditures.
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NAME:
Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center
Membership:
Multitype libraries in Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Montana, British Columbia, Saskatchuan, Alberta.
Services:
Locates materials throughout region for ILL. Will search outside region. Assists in bibliographic
verification, provides photocopies from library of U. of Washington, provides some access to WLN, OCLC and LC
when necessary. Trains on WLN.
Funding:
The Board creates a budget, and then each participating state pays a proportion of that budget according to
volume of use. Libraries in Washington and Oregon have graduated levels of charging by types of libraries.
Governa nee:
The governing board is made up of representatives from 5 of the member states, a representative of the
University of Washington, and the vice-pr·esident of the Pacific Northwest Library Association.
NAME:
PALINET and Union Library Catalog of Pennsylvania
r~embershi p:
160 libraries of all types in eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and Baltimore, Maryland.
Services:
Brokers OCLC. Interlibrary loan location referral services through the Union Library Catalog, which includes a
file of 4.5 million entries with holdings in 127 libraries.
Funding:
Fees for services.

'1,

l

I

NAME:
Southeastern Library Network (SOLINET)
Membership:
About 200 libraries of all types in 10 southeastern states (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia).
Services:
Brokers OCLC, including training. A SOLINET Union Catalog is being created from the OCLC Archives Tapes.
SOLINET has brought the WLN software and hopes to use these programs to provide its members an interlibrary
loan system. SOLINET data base subject search and authority control capabilities.
Funding:
Fees for service, grants.
Governance:
The membership controls the policies of the organization and the activities of the staff by direct vote at
membership meetings and through the elected Board of Directors.
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NAME:
SUNY/OCLC
Membership:
152 New York state institutions representing over 500 university, college, private and public libraries.
Services:
Stores and maintains the SUNY/OCLC Archive Tapes. Programs for the tapes make possible the following services:
1) Analysis of collection strengths and weaknesses; 2) COM Catalogs; 3) Online eire files; 4) Management data.
Funding:
SUNY/OCLC is almost totally self-supporting from participants• network fees.
Small amount of individual support.
Governance:
SUNY/OCLC is administered by the Office of Library Services of the Central Administration of State University
of New York. It is governed by the Policies of the Board of Trustees of State University and by the state and
federal laws which govern public higher education in New York State. Its SUNY/OCLC Advisory Committee (SONAC)
provides advice and planning expertise for N.Y. users of OCLC. SONAC has 9 representatives from among whom are
elected delegates to the OCLC User•s Council.
NAME:
Western Council of State Libraries, Inc.
Membership:
State Librarians of 14 states west of the Mississippi River, including Alaska and Hawaii, excluding Minnesota,
Missouri and Texas.
Services:
Provides a forum for the development of resource sharing. Continuing education programs. Staff exchanges.
Funding:
Membership dues.
Governance:
Membership elects president and other officers.
NAME:
Wisconsin Library Consortium {WLC)
Membership:
35 libraries in the state of Wisconsin; academic, public and state agency.
Services:
Brokers OCLC
Funding:
Surcharges on OCLC transactions, state funds, LSCA funds, HEA grant.
Governance:
WLC is the service program of the Council of Wisconsin Libraries {COWL), a not-for-profit corporation composed
of participating libraries.
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THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC UTILITIES
There are four recognized Bibliographic Utilites which, by virtue of the quantity and scope of the services
they offer their customers, stand outside of, or above, the regional networks described earlier in this
Primer. The four utilites, OCLC, RLIN (Research Libraries Information Networks), WLN (Washington Library
Networks), and UTLAS (University of Toronto Library Automation Systems) provide large data bases or unique
software which the regional networks do not offer themselves. In many cases the regional networks "broker"
the services of the utilities to the local members of the regional networks. A bibliographic utility might be
more precisley defined as "an organization that maintains a large online bibliographic data base and provides
to its customer 1 ibraries products and services (both on and offline) using that data base. ("Understanding
the Utilities. "American Libraries" (May 1980):262.)

OCLC
OCLC is the largest of the four bibliographic utilites. It is a not-for-profit corporation chartered by
the state of Ohio. Its data base holds over 6 million records which display over 3300 terminals in over
2100 libraries on this continent. OCLC presently offers to its member libraries an online union catalog and
shared cataloging, an interlibrary loan subsystem, a serials control subsystem, and an acq uisitions subsystem
(in the testing stage). Other services, such as subject access, circulation control and remote catalog
access, are in developmental stages.
OCLC provides its services to individual libraries through their membership in regional networks (s uch as
SOLINET and BCR). In most cases libraries sign contracts with these networks, and the networks the n sign
contracts with OCLC. Only seven libraries contract directly with OCLC.
OCLC is not without its problems. OCLC is limited by the accuracy and completeness of the records input by
its members. There is no authority control. Entry is slow because edited records must be sent line-by-line
rather than a whole screen or a whole record at a time. There are many duplicate records in the system, and
there is no access by subject.
Shortcomings aside, OCLC 1 S most visible and most valuable asset is still its great data base. There is
wide-spread agreement that OCLC is probably the best development that has ever occurred in the technical
services field. Many librarians feel there is no better, less expensive system for building a bibliographic
data base.
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RLIN
The Research Libraries Information Network is one of four services offered by the Resea r ch Libraries Group,
Inc. RLG, Inc. is a corporat i on owned by 19 of the major universities and resea rch in sti tutions in the
nation . Besides RLIN, RLG offers programs in collection management and development, shared resources, and
preservation.
RLIN has a data base of 2.2 million plus book records, 370,000 serials records, and 1.6 million authority
records. It offers its members authority control, an acquisi ti ons subsystem, an interlibrary loan subsystem,
management information, patron access to online catalogs, subject access and Boolean logic. RLG expects its
members to input the full MARC record into the RLIN data base. Researchers are enthusiastic about the quali t y
of RLIN•s records, and its extensive, sophisticated and flexible search capabilites.
RLIN was created to satisfy the unique problems of research libraries in linking vast, complicated ,
multilingual research collections. RLIN•s objectives are different from those of OCLC, and as cooperative
efforts among libraries become increasingly critical, th~ competition between these two utilities should be
healthy and beneficial.

WLN
The Washington Library Network is a relatively small bibliographic utility which limits its direct service
to libraries in the Pacific Northwest area. What is unique about WLN is the fact that it will sell, and in
fact encourages the purchase of its sophisticated software.
58 libraries of all types in 6 stat es are participants in the utility whose bibligraphic records number
1,616,000 plus. But despite such a strong regional data base, the principal interest of libraries and
regional network s in WLN is its attractive software package.
The WLN system provides excellent authority control for cross-referencing, search capab i lites including
truncated values, Boolean operators, and access by subject. The system also offers c irculation control,
acquisition functions that can be called up on the same terminal as cataloging and interlibrary searching, and
spin-off COM catalogs.
Both SOLINET and the University of Illinois found the software attractive enough to purchase and apply to
their existing OCLC tapes. The University of Illinois will pay upwards of $250,000 for the system.
In March, 1979, RLG and WLN agreed to develop joint programs leading to the development of a multi-network
data base. The first phase of the program will allow the two utilites to share authority files. WLN sees
this agreement as a large first step toward the creation of a national network.
17

UTLAS
The University of Toronto Library Automation Systems utility has as yet no customers in the United States,
although it sells its products and services to more than 500 libraries on 6 continents. Amo ng the services
UTLAS offers are CATSS, its online "Catalog Support System" based on a data base of over 7 million items
(not all unique), an online authority file, interlibrary searching, and a program for the construction of
bibliographies.
UTLAS' most sophisticated service is its LCMS (Library Collection Management System). This is a minicomputer
package that provides online inventory control, including searching and circulation, at the local, regional
and UTLAS-centralized levels. A spokesperson for UTLAS has announced that not only is UTLAS willing to market
its services in the U.S., it is "anxious" to do so.
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A NETWORKING GLOSSARY

This glossary contains a few key terms selected for inclusion here because they are the most basic, the most
frequently used, and the most necessary to an understanding of a discussion of library networking today.
The glossary does not attempt to be a complete listing of all networking and computer terms, but it is hoped that
the terms included here will provide a common vocabulary for librarians participating in a discussion on networking
and automation.

Archival Tape: A magnetic tape that contains a copy of a library's machine readable data base in MARC II forrnat.
A library's OCLC archival tapes will contain all local data for a specific record, which does not display on the
master record shown on the CRT.
ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
A computer code which provides a method of representing data so that it can be interpreted by computers.
a 7 bit code used primarily for data communication.

ASCII is

Authority File: A file that may contain records of the authorized form of author headings (personal, corporate,
meeting and conference names, and uniform title headings), author/title and title series headings, and subject
head i ngs (topical, geographic, personal, corporate and meeting names, and uniform title headings) . Cro s sreferences and notes are usually included where appropriate.
Baud: A unit of signaling speed equal t o the number of separate signal events per second.
One baud means that one bit moves through a telecommunications line every second. Common high speed baud rate i s
1200 bps (bits per second).
Bibliographic Utility: An organization that maintains a large online bibliographic data base and provides to its
customer libraries products and services (both on and offline) using that data base. The four major bibliographic
utilities are OCLC, UTLAS, WLN and RLIN.
Bit: A unit of information that is the smallest unit in the binary system used in the computer systems discussed
in tnis Primer. A bit is a representation of one or zero. It is the combination of these bits that represent
data. In the 8 bit EBCDIC computer code, 1000 0001 = "a" and 1100 0001 = "A". 1111 0111 =the number 7.
Each grouping of 8 bits is known as a byte.
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Boolean Logic: A technique for customizing an online search request by combining or excluding characters, words
and numbers. The terms or "operators" used to achieve this effect are AND, OR, and AND NOT. RUN, UTLAS, and WLN
provide this capability. OCLC does not.
Byte: A grouping of adjacent binary digits or bits operated on by the computer as a unit. The most common size of
byte contains 8 binary digits.
K = 2 to the lOth power or 1024 bytes.
MB = Megabyte or 1 million bytes. K and MB are terms used to describe the primary storage capacity of a computer.
Central Processing Unit (CPU):

See "Main Frame"

COM: Computer Output on Microform.
Computer produced microfiche or microfilm. COM has come to be associated with computer produced catalogs on fiche
or film. These COM catalogs are known as micro-catalogs or a "COMCAT."
CRT: Cathode Ray Tube.
Atelevision-like devise upon \'/hose screen is displayed the output information of the computer to which it is
connected. One type of terminal, as opposed to a Printer.
Data Base:

The entire collection of data files maintained in a computer system.

Dedicated Telephone Line: A telephone line used exclusively by one customer. The line usually does not pass
through interexchange switching equipment. The line is provided for a monthly service charge without regard to the
amount of use of the line.
See "Dial-up Access."
Dial-up Access: The use of a dial or pushbutton telephone to place a telephone call from a library to a computer.
In a dial-up system the library's computer terminal is not linked to the computer when not in use. Libraries using
di al-up access often don't have the full range of functions available to them as they would with a dedicated
t elephone line.
Disk (Dis k Pack, Fl op py Di sk): A thin metal disk coat ed on both sides with magnetic recording material. Di sks are
one form of auxil i ary storag e devises which include magnetic tape and magnetic drums. A disk pack i s six or so
disks stacked on a verti cal shaft and packaged as such. Disk packs are removable and provide unlimit ed storage
ca pacity simply by replac i ng one disk pack with another.
A floppy disk is a single flexible plate of Mylar ma t erial housed in a paper jacket, much like a 45 rpm record. It
is also called a diskette.
(Alternate spelling- Disc)
Full Duplex- the simultaneous, two-\'lay, independent transmiss ion of data i n two
directions to and from computer and terminal).
Half Duplex: One-way-at-a-time, alternate, independent transmissi on of data between computer and terminal.
EBCDIC: Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
A computer code which provides a method of representing data so that it can be interpreted by computers. EBCDIC is
an 8 bit code that can represent 256 characters, upper and lower case, and many special and control characters.
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Field: Part of an online or data base record. A Field is a specified area in the reco r d reserved for a part icul ar
category of data. In MARC II format, the 099 Field is reserved for a libra ry•s local call number.
Some Fields are fixed in length, while some vary.
See Variable and Fixed Length Records.
Fi xed Le ngth Reco rd: · A r ecord that has t he le ngth fixed i n advance ra ther t ha n being va r ied accord i ng to the
actual amount of dat a in the record.
See Variable Length Record.
Front-end System: A computer system in which the vendor only provi des t he hardware and software for t hat portion
of the system housed in the library. The library must arrange f or and ma i ntain links to an off-site ho st computer
for a major portion of its computations. Gaylord•s automated ci rc ulat io n system is such a system.
As opposed to "Stand-alone Systems".
Hardware: The physical equipment in a computer system. All of the tangible components of the comput er system the central processing unit, disks, terminals, pr inters, etc.
Interface: A common boundary between two pieces of hardware or bet wee n tvm systems.
The linking of two or more computers, or the storage of a computer bei t1 g acces sed by two or more computer programs,
such as acquisitions and circulation.
Main Frame: The part of the compute.f:'- wh i ch actually performs most of the programed computat i ons. It is the part
of the computer wb.i-ch.....{;<Qfltains the arithmetic unit, interna l storage unit and control f unctio ns . Same as Centra 1
Processing Uni ~
MARC II Format: MARC stands for MAc hine Read able Cataloging. MARC II is a specific va r i able length record format
developed by the Library of Congress. In-MAR C !!,-eac h it em of i nfo rmat i on in a catalog i ng record is i dent if ied or
t agged by a three dig i t number. Tag 245 identifies the t i tl e of t he item while tag 300 identif ies th e coll ation ,
etc.
Microcompu te r: A com plete computer proces so r on a single in t egrated-circ uit chip approx imately t he si ze of a di 1ne.
A mic rocom puter ca n ac commodate only a lim i t ed number of diskettes at one t ime.
Mini co<:i· uter: A physi cal ly compact digital devise th at has a central processing unit, at least one input-output
de vis e te r ni mal and/or pri nte r ) , and a pri mary stora ge cap ac ity of at least 4000 characters.
Modem: Also called a "data set".
Literally, short for modulator-demodul ator. The modem, connected electronic all y to the telephone line, one at the
sending end and one at t he receiving end of a t erminal-computer link, transl at es the data signals from the terminal
into signals that can be carried by vo ice grade t elephone lines. The modem at t he computer end translates the
signals back into those the computer can use. The process is reversible- the computer can initia~e the message to
be translated by the interviewing modems.
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Multiplex: A process which permits more than one separate signal to be transmitted simultaneously over one
physical communication channel. Multiplexing is possible because the operations that are multiplexed take place at
a considerably slower speed than the operating speed of ' the comput er.
Network: A group of libra r i es l inked formal l y or info rmall y f or the purpose of fostering certa in types of
commu ni catio n amo ng it s members. Network s may be off-line , but today it is often assumed that some kind of
computerized li nk (a statewid e on l ine union catal og, f or instance) exits among participants. Today's networks
must i nclude a communications channel. They may emphasize informat i on retrieval or techn i cal processing, and they
may offer either single or multiple functions.
OCR: Optical Character Recognition
A met hod of inputting data into a computer. A type font is used which can be read by humans.
allows the computer to read the printed characters directly from a paper document.

This input devise

Online: A teleprocessing system in which data is transmitted immediately from the computer to remote terminals or
vice-versa via communication facilities. Equipment or storage under the control of the central processing unit so
that a user can interact directly with the computer.
Printer: An output devise for the computer similar to an electric typewriter that converts machine code into
readable impressions or characters on paper.
Release:

A periodic revision of software that is distributed to all customers of a circulation system vendor.

Remote Communications Processor: An OCLC project is currently being developed which would place main frame
computers at different points around the country. This RCP will hold local data records, diagnose modem problems,
and allow application of local software to local data records. Both SOLINET and NELINET already have RCP's.
Response Time: The time, generally expressed in seconds , between the entry of a user's query at the termi nal, and
th e begi nning of t he computer's response on the CRT, pri nter, or ot he r ou tput de vise.
Retros pect ive Con version: A l ibrary project to convert either all or some portion of its existing cataloging to
machine-readable form. Often ab br evia ted as RetroCon.
Software: The collecti on of co ntrol programs or i nst ruct io ns, procedures and doc umentation used to mak e a computer
perform its intended functions.
Stand-alone System: A computer system that is capable of performing all the specified functions without the help
of another computer. CLSI's automated circulation system is such a system.
As opposed to Front-end Systems.
Storage Capacity: The memory of a computer. Frequently defined in terms of a specific number of bytes or
characters. The devise in which this data is held for later retrieval can take many forms - core storage, magnetic
disk unit, magnetic tape unit, magnetic drum unit, etc.
Primary storage capacity is that which is an integral part of the CPU. Auxiliary storage capacity is that which is
kept on external units such as magnetic disks, tape or drums.
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Telecommunications:
f ac il it i es •

Pertains to the transm i ssion of data over long distances through telephone and telegraph

Tur n-k ey System: The provis ion of a compl ete sys t em by a vendor, including equipment, softwa re , and training.
sys t em can be de l ivered with l i t t le or no modi fications.

The

Tymnet: The largest pr ivat e, no n- te le pho ne communicat i on faci l i t y for the transmis s ion of computer data. Carriers
s uch as Tymnet and its ch i ef competitor Telenet lease telecommunications l i nes f rom other carr ier s t o creat e new
comm unications networks. Charges to users are made by the hour of connect time and by the number of log-on
occurances.
Variable Length Record:

A record which is as long as the amount of data to be entered in that record necessitates.

Most current texts on computers, telecommunications and information processing have glossaries included.
two excellent glossaries available which were written expressly for librarians. They are:
White, Howard S.
11

11

Gl ossary. 11

A Utility User•s Glossary. 11

There are

Library Technology Reports 15 (Jan.-Feb. 1979): 12-18.
American Libraries

11 (May .1980): 264-268.

Several definitions for this glossary were taken from:
Spencer, Donald D.
1974.

Introduction to Information Processing.
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Columbus, Ohio:

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,

A Networking Primer
State Library of Iowa
Office of Library Development
A NETWORKING BIBLIOGRAPHY
Allison, Anne Marie and Allan, Ann, eds.
Publishers, 1979.

OCLC: A National Library Network.

Short Hills, New Jersey: Enslow

Becker, Joseph. Proceedings of the Conference on Interlibrary Communications and Information Networks.
Chicago, Ill.: American Library Association, 1971.
"Circulation Systems: The Options".

Library Technology Reports.

"The Conversion of Manual Catalogs to Collection Data Bases".
1978): 104-206.

15 (Jan.-Feb. 1979) : 7-105.

Library Technology Reports.

14 (Jan.-Feb.

Council of Wisconsin Libraries, Council on Library Development and Wisconsin Division for Lib rary Services .
Wisconsin Interlibrary Loan Guidelines. Bulletin No. 1015 Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Departme nt of Public
Instruction, May, 1980.
Dataflow Systems. A Glossary for Library Networking.
of Congress, 1978.

Network Planning Paper No. 2.

Wash i ngton, D.C.: Library

Euster, Joanne. "The Washington Library Network as a Management Information System".
(Spring 1978): 4-8.
Evans, Glyn T. "On-Line Library Networking : A Bibliographic Essay".
Information Science. 5 (Jun. 1979) : 11-14.
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Bulletin of the American Society f or

Goldhor, Herbert. "An Evaluation of the Illinois Interlibrary Loan Network (ILLI NET)".
61 (Jan. 1979): 13-18.
Hamilton, Beth A. and Ernst, William B., Jr., eds.
Bowker Co., 1977.

PNLA Quarterly.

Multitype Library Cooperation.

Illinois Libraries .

New York, New York: R.R.

Library Resource Sharing Networks: How to Make a Choice
Library Acquisitions: Practice and
Kent, Allen.
Theory. - Elmsford, New York: Pergamon Press Ltd., Vol. 2, pp. 69-76, 1978.
11

11

•

Lancaster, F. Wilfrid, ed. Problems and Failures in Library Automation: Proceedings of the 1978 Clinic on
Library Applications of Data Processing. Urbana-Champaign, ILL: Graduate School of Library Science, University
of Illinois, 1979.
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Markuson, Barbara Evans.
(March 1979): 125-135.

"Cooperation and Library Network Development".

Call ege and Research Libraries.

4

Markuson, Barbara Evans and Woolls, Blanche, eds. Networks_for Networkers: Critical Issues in Cooperative
Library Development. New York, New York: Neal-Schuman Publ1shers, Inc., 1979 .
Library Networks 1978-79.

Martin, Susan K.

White Plains, New York: Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc.,

1978.
Matthews, Joseph R. "The Four Online Bibliographic Utilities: A Comparison".
(Nov.-Dec. 1979): 665-838.

Library Technology Reports.

Nelson, BonnieR. "Implementation of On-Line Circulation at New York University".
Automation. 12 (Sept. 1979): 219-232.

15

Journal of Library

Reed, Mary Jane. "The Washington Library Networks' Computerized Bibliographic System".
Automation. 13 (Sept. 1975): 174-199.

Journal of Library

Report on Library Cooperation Committee, Multitype Library Cooperation Section, ed. The Report on Library
Cooperation 1980. Chicago, Ill.: Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies, 1980.
Salton, Gerard.

"Suggestions for Library Network Design".

Journal of Library Automation.

12 (March 1979):

39-59.
Spencer, Donald D.

Introduction to Information Processing.

Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,

1974.
Stevens, Charles H.

"Governance of Library Networks".

Library

rends.

26 (Fall

1977): 219-240.

Trezza, Alphonse F. "Tm'/ard a National Cooperative Library and Informational Sciences Network". Library
Acquisitions: Practice and Theory. Elmsford, New York: Pergamon Press Ltd., Vol. 2, pp. 159-165.
"Understanding the Utilities".
"A Utility User's Glossary".
White, Howard

s.

Woods, Richard.

"Glossary".

11 (May, 1980): 262-264.

American Libraries.
American Libraries.

11 (May, 1980): 264-268.

Library Technology Reports.

15 (Jan.-Feb. 1979): 12-18.

"Washington Library Network Computer System".
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On-Line Review.

3 (1979): 297-330.
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